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GLOSSARY  

 

Affected Household 
(AH)  

The affected household as a whole. This unit operates as a single 
economic and domestic unit and may consist of an individual, a single 
nuclear family or an extended family. 

Affected Person 
/People (AP)  

Any person (individual) affected by project-related changes in the use of 
land, water and other natural resources, or by project induced income 
losses. This could include both physical and economic displacement.  

Compensation  Payment for restoration or the replacement cost of the acquired assets.  

Entitlement  Range of measures comprising compensation, income restoration, 
transfer assistance, income substitution, and relocation, which are due to 
affected people, depending on the nature of their losses, to restore their 
economic and social base.  

Expropriation  Government’s action in taking or modifying property rights in the exercise 
of the right of Eminent Domain.  

Host Population  Community residing near the area where the Project beneficiaries 
propose to voluntarily resettle as part of the Project.  

Informal Tenants  An Affected Person who uses affected agricultural land or asset based on 
an informal agreement with an absent owner or the community as 
confirmed by a statement from a Community Leader.  

Land Acquisition  The process whereby a person is compelled by a government agency to 
alienate all or part of the land a person owns or possesses to the 
ownership and possession of the government agency for public purpose 
in return for a consideration  

Marz-Community  Armenia is divided into 10 provinces (marz). The province chief executive 
is the governor (marz) appointed by the Government. Each province is 
divided in communities (hamaynk) which are self-governing units and 
consists of one or more settlements (bnakavayr). Settlements are 
classified as towns (kaghak) or villages (gyugh). Previously having Marz 
status, Yerevan, now has the status of a community and it has an elected 
mayor.  

Rehabilitation  Compensatory measures provided under the Policy Framework on 
involuntary resettlement other than payment of the replacement cost of 
acquired assets.  

Relocation  The physical relocation of a AP/AH from her/his pre-Project place of 
residence/business  

Replacement Cost  The replacement cost is calculated for acquired land, housing and other 
assets. The calculation of replacement cost is based on the following 
elements: (i) fair market value; (ii) transaction costs; (iii) interest accrued; 
(iv) transitional and restoration costs; (v) other applicable payments, if 
any. Depreciation of structures and assets are not taken into account.  
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Resettlement  All measures taken to mitigate any and all adverse impacts of the Project 
on AP’s property and/or livelihood, including compensation, relocation 
(where relevant), and rehabilitation of the damaged/removed 
infrastructure and installations.  

Resettlement Plan  A time-bound action plan with budget setting out resettlement strategy, 
objectives, entitlement, actions, responsibilities, monitoring and 
evaluation.  

Vulnerable 
Households  

Vulnerable households are: (i) Registered in the evaluation system of 
vulnerability of families (ESVF) and receive a family poverty allowance, 
(ii) headed by a breadwinning women and not including other adult, 
working-age person with stable employment providing at least minimum 
monthly salary except for persons doing compulsory military service or 
full-time students under twenty-three years of age, (iii) households 
headed by persons entitled to old age pension and not including other 
adult, working-age person with stable employment providing at least 
minimum monthly salary except for persons doing compulsory military 
service or full-time students under twenty-three years of age, (iii) 
households headed by persons with disability of 1st and 2nd group and 
not including other adult, working-age person with stable employment 
providing at least minimum monthly salary except for persons doing 
compulsory military service or full-time students under twenty-three years 
of age, (iv) residential relocates, in case when the compensation cost 
calculated for their affected residential apartment is not enough to restore 
the minimum similar residential apartment based on the market conditions 
of the given region.  

 

Legalizable AP -  APs who have no registered ownership or other property rights toward the 
affected land and/or adjacent building/asset but are legally eligible thereto 
based on actual possession and usage of property or law, or the 
possibility of obtainment of property rights of latters are directly resulting 
of or are disposed by RA legal acts.  

Non - legalizable AP  APs who though actually possess and use affected land and adjacent 
asset but do not have legal possibility eligibility to obtain ownership or 
other property rights toward the affected land according to restrictive 
provisions and regulations of legislation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Preamble 

1. This report represents the Semi-Annual Internal Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan 

(LARP) Monitoring results for Rehabilitation and Improvement of the M6 Vanadzor-Alaverdi-

Georgian Border Interstate Road (Section Km 38+450 – Km 90+191) (Loan No.: 3449-ARM). 

2. As defined by the project LARP, the LARP implementation is carried out by a “section by 

section” principle to simplify the implementation process and allow commencement of 

construction works. LARP implementation was divided into 3 Phases. The division of the 

LARP implementation Phases per Lots and status are presented in Chapter 4 of the report. 

The LARP implementation in all 3 Phases has been completed and the respective completion 

reports (CRs) have been approved by ADB and consequently the LAR-completed sections 

have been handed over to the Contractors. 

3. This report is the 3rd Social Monitoring Report (SMR) for the project. This SMR is prepared 

to report on the issues that emerge during the project implementation stage such as design 

changes/realignments and the consequent need to acquire additional lands and grievances 

that need to be monitored and reported. Any cases of (possible) design 

changes/realignments and grievances were recorded and studied during the reporting period 

and are presented in the following sub-sections of the report. 

 

1.2. Section Handover 

4. Lot 1: As of December 31, 2019, the following road sections are handed over to the 

Contractor: km38+450-km47+055, km47+065-km47+780, 47+900-km48+140. The 

completion rate in Lot 1 is 98.6%. 

5. Lot 2: As of December 31, 2019, the following road sections are handed over to the 

Contractor: km48+140-49+025, km49+060-km54+515, km54+540-km62+300. The 

completion rate in Lot 2 is 99.6%. 

6. Lot 3: As of December 31, 2019, the following road sections are handed over to the 

Contractor: km62+300- km75+955, km75+995- km76+251-km90+191. The completion rate 

in Lot 3 is 99.86%. 

 

1.3. Project Implementing Organizations/ (sub)Contractors 

The Employer/Client: “Transport Projects Implementation Organization” SNCO 
Address: 4 Tigran Mets ave, 0010 Yerevan, Armenia 
Email: info@tpio.am  
Tel: (+37412) 20-10-09, 20-10-10 
Webpage: www.tpio.am  

Contract and Sub-contract for Construction Works: 

Lot 1: Civil works for rehabilitation/reconstruction of the existing M6 -Vanadzor-Alaverdi -Georgian 
border interstate road (km 38 +450 -Km 48 +140) 
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The Contractor: Horizon-95 LLC &Oberosler Cav Pietros SRL Joint Venture 
Address:  Amiryan 26, 0002 Yerevan, Armenia 
Email: horizon@horizon.am  
Tel: (+37410) 53-88-56, 53-88-52 
Webpage: www.horizon.am    

The Sub-Contractor: Charagayt CJSC 
Address:  1st street of Haghtanak district. 46 building, 0081 Yerevan, 
Republic of Armenia 
Email: info@charagayt.com 
Tel: +(374 60) 75 75 25 
Webpage: www.charagayt.com    

Date of Signature:  30 November 2017 

Commencement Date: May 29, 2018 

Time for Completion: 900 days 

Defects Notification 
Period: 

365 days  

Lot 2: Civil works for rehabilitation/reconstruction of the existing M6 -Vanadzor-Alaverdi -Georgian 
border interstate road (km 48 +140 -Km -Km 62 +300) 

The Contractor: Joint Venture: " Black Sea Group & AAB Project " 
Address: 39/1a Arabkir str., 0037 Yerevan, Armenia 
Email: info@aab.am 
Tel: (+37410) 25-92-59 
Webpage: www.aabconstruction.am   

Date of Signature:  30 November 2017 

Commencement Date: May 29, 2018 

Time for Completion: 900 days 

Defects Notification 
Period: 

365 days  

Lot 3: Civil works for rehabilitation/reconstruction of the existing M6 -Vanadzor-Alaverdi -Georgian 
border interstate road (km 62 + 300 -Km 90 +191) 

The Contractor: SUARDI JSC Armenian Branch  
Address: 2nd Indastrial str., №24 Transport Enterprise, Abovyan, 
Armenia 
Email: mauro.dorazio@suardispa.am   
Tel: (+37499) 55-14-69  
Webpage: www.suardispa.it 

The Sub-Contractor: KAPAVOR LLC  
Address: 47bld. Shirak street, 0085 Yerevan, Armenia 
Email: darar11@mail.ru  
Tel: (+37493) 80-00-15 
Webpage: www.kapavor.am 

Date of Signature:  30 November 2017 

Commencement Date: May 29, 2018 

Time for Completion: 900 days 

Defects Notification 
Period: 

365 days  

 

Contract for Consultancy Services: 

Engineer: Joint Venture Safege SAS and Hill International N.V. 
Address:  1704 Hakhpat Kisakayaran, Alaverdi, Armenia 
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Email: info@safegehill-m6.am 
Tel: (+37455) 55 08 30 

Contract Signed: April 03, 2018 

Commencement 
Date/Effective Date: 

April 03/May 03, 2018 

Duration of the 
Services: 

30 months 

Defect Notification 
Period 

12 months 
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

2.1. Project Description 

7. The Republic of Armenia (hereinafter "Borrower") has received financing from the Asian 

Development Bank (ADB) in a form of loan to co-finance the M6 Vanadzor-Alaverdi-Georgian 

Border Interstate Road Rehabilitation and Improvement Project (hereinafter: Project) with the 

European Investment Bank (EIB).  

8. The project road is about 90 km long, and connects the Vanadzor city with the Georgian 

border near the Bagratashen city. Section 1 (Km0+000-Km38+450) is financed by EIB (EIB-

financed section); and section 2 (Km38+450-Km91+190) is financed by ADB (ADB-financed 

section). The ADB financed section of the Project will have no extensive land acquisition 

impacts and is classified as Category B for Involuntary Resettlement. The LARP covering the 

ADB financed section of the Project was prepared by the Project’s Executing Agency (EA), 

the Republic of Armenia (RA) Ministry of Transport, Communications and Information 

Technologies (MTCIT), currently the Ministry of Territorial Administration and Infrastructure. 

The EA is responsible for planning and implementation of the LARP. The Transport Projects 

Implementation Organization SNCO (TPIO) acts as the project Implementing Agency (IA).  

9. The LARP is based on the requirements of appropriate RA laws and regulations and ADB’s 

Safeguards Policy Statement (SPS) of 2009. The approved LARP covers the rights of 

persons who were affected through permanent losses of land, living or other 

building/structure, crops and trees, income, business and employment, as well as contains 

relevant provisions on project severe impact, physical relocation, rehabilitation allowances, 

temporary and unforeseen impacts and compensations for improvements. The LARP 

assesses the Project impact and provides details on required compensation and restoration 

measures based on the final detailed road design, Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) for 

each affected land plot, Census and Social-Economic Survey of AHs. LARP also presents 

the scope of community rights in the case of community/public property loss. 

10. The LARP has been approved by MTCIT and ADB in November 2017 and is publicly 

available on the TPIO’s web-site.1  

11. The existing M6 road alignment runs along the narrow valley of the river Debed through 14 

communities along the ADB financed road section (see the map 2-1 below). The width of 

carriageway will be standard 7.2 m (6.6 m in heavy mountainous sections) and varied width 

of shoulder of 0.5-1.5 m. The design speed will be 60 km/h for the mountain section and 90 

km/h for the flat section. Minor realignment in few sections will be necessary to improve the 

geometric alignment and sight distance.  

 
1 www.tpio.am, http://tpio.am/am/safeguard/social-impact-and-resettlement 
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12. The affected communities are located within the administrative territory of Lori and Tavush 

Marzes. Based on the final detailed design, 10 communities are affected by the identified 

alignment in ADB financed section which are as follows: Akhtala, Aygehat, Tumanyan, Aqori, 

Haghpat, Neghots, Shnogh, Alaverdi, Odzun and Archis. In terms of construction works, the 

Project is divided into three road sections (Lots) which will have separate Contractors. The 

breakdown of the Project road per Lots and communities is shown in the table 1 below. 

 Table 1: Breakdown of the Project per Lots and Communities 

Lot    Start Km-  End 
Km 

Length, m Community Number of 
Communities 

Remarks 

Lot 1     km 38+450-km 
48+140 

9.690 Aygehat 4 One community in Lot 1 
(Alaverdi) is in lot 2 as 

well, and one of 3 
communities in Lot 2 

(Haghpat) is in Lot 3 as 
well. 

Alaverdi city 

Odzun 

Tumanyan 

Lot 2     km 48+140-km 
62+300 

14.160 Haghpat 3 

Alaverdi city 

Aqori 

Lot 3  km 62+300-km 
90+191 

27.891 Haghpat 9 4 communities in Lot 3 
are not affected by the 

project: Ayrum, 
Haghtanak, Ptghavan 

and Bagratashen  

Akhtala 

Shnogh 

Artchis 

Neghots 

Ayrum 

Haghtanak 

Ptghavan 

Bagratashen 

Total 51.741   14 Without double counting 

Source: Project LARP 

Figure 1: M6 Road Rehabilitation and Improvement Project Area 
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2.2. LAR-Related Conditions to Project Implementation 

13. According to SPS 2009 provisions and ADB’s established operational practice, the Project 

approval/implementation will be based on the following conditions: 

(i) Project implementation clearance: Conditional to: the finalization of the LARP as an 

implementation-ready document acceptable to ADB and GoA and its disclosure.  

(ii) Start of Physical Civil Works: Conditional to full implementation of the 

implementation-ready LARP (full compensation/rehabilitation delivery) to be 

properly reported to ADB by EA.  

14. Moreover, as per the loan agreement between GoA and ADB, the EA  is required to (i) submit 

semi-annual Safeguard Monitoring Reports to ADB and disclose relevant information from 

such reports to affected persons promptly upon submission, (ii) if any unanticipated 

environmental and/or social risks and impacts arise during construction, implementation or 

operation of the Project that were not considered in the IEE, the EMP and the RP, promptly 

inform ADB of the occurrence of such risks or impacts, with detailed description of the even 

and proposed corrective action plan; and (iii) report any actual or potential breach of 

compliance with the measures and requirements set forth in the EMP or the RP promptly 

after becoming aware of the breach.  

15. The LARP is categorized as category B in terms of IR for which the external monitoring is not 

required, however, it has been defined by the LARP that an External Monitoring Individual 

Consultant (EMIC) will be engaged for LARP implementation monitoring purpose.  Currently, 

the EMIC hasn’t mobilized yet, therefore it has been agreed with ADB, that completion reports 

(CR) for each LARP implementation phase will be prepared internally by TPIO.  

16. Meantime, it is planned that the verification of LARP implementation will be carried out by 

EMIC when mobilized based on CRs prepared by TPIO and corrective actions will be 

suggested (if any). 

2.3. Social Safeguards Capacity  

17. The Resettlement Coordination Team (RCT) of the TPIO is adequately staffed with 

experienced personnel in handling the M6 LARP implementation. The existing TPIO SSC 

staff, as well as the Technical Supervision Consultant/Engineer have extensive experience 

with regard to LARP implementation. The TPIO has a Social Impact Management Service, 

as well as a Legal unit consists of the following specialists: (i) Head of Social Impact 

Management Service (ii) Social Development and Resettlement Specialist, (iii) Leading 

Lawyer (responsible for claim and dispute management). 

18. The Supervision Consultant/Engineer has mobilized a Social Safeguards specialist to 

monitor land acquisition and resettlement activities undertaken by TPIO and provide support, 

if required, ensure that the Project site (Right-of-Way) is handed over to the Contractors in 

compliance with LARP provisions, and perform internal monitoring with relevant reporting. 

19. The Contractors have a social safeguards specialist on board, who is responsible for 

implementation of activities required to ensure the compliance of construction process in 

terms of social safeguards, including the public consultations and grievance redress. 
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2.3.1. Institutional Arrangements 

20. The TPIO is implementing day-to-day management of project execution. The TPIO SSC is 

responsible for management of all social aspects of the project. 

21. The Supervision Consultant/Engineer is providing Technical Assistance to the TPIO in the 

management and reporting of the project. The Social Safeguards (Resettlement) Specialist 

of the Engineer is responsible for supervising the construction works in relation to social 

impact and, in particular, for supervising and reporting on the Contractor’s performance in 

the implementation of the social requirements.   

22. Contractors are implementing construction works. Every contractor has Social specialist 

responsible for social monitoring of the construction activities and reporting. 

 Figure 2: Institutional Arrangements  

 

2.3.2. Social Safeguards Staff  

23. Mr. Armen Grigorian, is since May 2019, the National Social Safeguards (Resettlement) 

Specialist of the Supervision Consultant/Engineer. He is responsible for provision of all the 

professional and logistic support to the team leader, as well as for conducting regular visits 

to project sites, preparing monthly and Semi-annual internal LARP Monitoring Report which 

presents the observations, findings, issues, non-compliance, and any variance from the 

provisions of the LARP, recommended actions necessary to ensure compliance with the 

terms of the approved LARP and ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009).  

2.3.3. The Contractor’s Social Unit  

24. The Contractors` Social Units have remained unchanged during the evaluation period and 

are staffed as follows: 

Lot 1 
Mr. Koryun Harutyunyan– Project Manager: is responsible for the overall project 
management including the environmental, social and health and safety issues;   

Mr. Pertsh Bojukyan - Environment and Social Safeguards Specialist: is responsible for the 
compliance of the Contractor’s activities to Environment and Social requirements of the ADB 
Safeguard Policy Statement and Armenian legislation; 

 

 

 

 

Reporting Monitoring 
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Lot 2 
Mr. Davit Azatyan– Project Manager: is responsible for the overall project management 
including the environmental, social and health and safety issues;   

Mrs. Nairi Zadikian– Environment, Health and Safety and Social Safeguards Specialist: is 
responsible for the compliance of the Contractor’s activities to Environment, Health and 
Safety and Social requirements of the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement and RA legislation;  

Lot 3 
 Project Manager Mr. Mauro D’Orazio /mauro.dorazio@suardispa.am / and Quality, health & 

safety manager - Sif Ababsia according to the organizational structure of Project Team are 
responsible for securing of the works quality as well as environmental, Occupational Health 
and Safety (OHS) and social issues. 

Mr. Artak Ter-Torosyan – Environmental and Social Safeguards Specialist: is responsible 
for the compliance of the Contractor’s activities to Environment and Social requirements of 
the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement and RA legislation. 

2.4. Project Activities During Current Reporting Period 

25. The following table summarizes the construction commencement and handover dates: 

Table 2: Construction Commencement and Handover 

Handover kms Construction 
Commencement 

Lot 1 

29 May 2018, road sections 
are free from 3rd party rights 
(alienated) and is a property of 
the Employer. 

km38+450 – km39+600, 
km39+751 – km42+100 

29 May 2018, (the engineer 
issued a notice for the 
Commencement of Works 
based on FIDIC Clause 8.1. 

17 October 2018 (handover of 
LAR-free sections) 

km39+600 – km39+750 (150m); 
km42+100 – km43+800 (1700m); 
km43+850 – km46+000 (2150m); 
km47+900 – km48+140 (240m) 

 

12 March 2019 (handover of 
LAR-free sections) 

 

km43+800 – km43+850 (50m), 

km46+000 – km47+030 (1030m), 

km47+065 – km47+540 (475m), 

km47+670 – km47+780 (110m) 

 

15 Augustus 2019 (handover 
of LAR-free sections) 

km47+030 – km47+055 (25m), 
km47+540 – km47+670 (130m) 

 

As of December 31, 2019,  km38+450 – km47+055;  

km47+065 – km47+780; 

km47+900 – km48+140.  

 

The road sections km47+055 – 

km47+065 and km47+780 – 

km47+900 were not handed yet 

 

Lot 2 

29 May 2018, road sections 
are free from 3th party rights 

km50+671-km53+250 29 May 2018, (the engineer 
issued a notice for the 
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Handover kms Construction 
Commencement 

(alienated) and is a property of 
the Employer. 

Commencement of Works 
based on FIDIC Clause 8.1. 

17 October 2018 (handover of 
LAR-free sections) 

km48+141 – km48+900 (759m); 
km49+705 – km50+671 (966m); 
km53+250 – km54+515 (1265m); 
km54+940 – km56+050 (1110m); 
km57+350 – km58+540 (1190m); 
km60+910 – 62+300 (1390m) 

 

12 March 2019 (handover of 
LAR-free sections) 

km49+060 – km49+510 (450m); 

km49+540 – km49+705 (165m); 

km54+540 – km54+695 (155m); 

km56+050 – km56+135 (85m); 

km56+280 – km56+450 (170m); 

km56+475 – km57+300 (825m); 

km58+780 – km60+745 (1965m) 

 

15 Augustus 2019 (handover 
of LAR-free sections) 

km49+510 – km49+540 (30m), 
km54+695 – km54+825 (130m), 
km56+135 – km56+280 (145m), 
km56+450 – km56+475 (25m), 
km58+540 – km58+780 (240m), 
km60+745 – km60+810 (65m) 

 

4 December 2019 (handover 
of LAR-free sections) 

km48+935 – km 49+025 (90m)  

As of December 31, 2019 km48+140 – km49+025; 
km49+060 – km54+515; 
km54+540 – km62+300 
 
Sections km49+025 –km49+060 
and km54+515 – km54+540 were 
not handed over yet.   

 

Lot 3 

29 May 2018, road sections 
are free from 3th party rights 
(alienated) and is a property of 
the Employer. 

km76+251 - km90+191 29 May 2018, (the engineer 
issued a notice for the 
Commencement of Works 
based on FIDIC Clause 8.1. 

19 October 2018 (handover of 
LAR-free sections) 

km62+300 – km64+710 (2410m); 
km64+900 – km66+340 (1440m); 
km66+480 – km67+850 (1370m); 
km68+070 – km71+340 (3270m). 

 

12 March 2019 (handover of 
LAR-free sections) 

km64+710 – km64+895 (185m); 
km66+340 – km66+480 (140m); 
km71+340 – km71+670 (330m); 
km71+710 – km72+450 (740m); 
km72+475 – km72+575 (100m); 
km72+905 – km75+520 (2615m)       
km75+595 – km75+860 (265m). 

 

15 Augustus 2019 (handover 
of LAR-free sections) 

km64+895 – km 64+900 (5m), 
km67+850 – km68+070 (220m), 
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Handover kms Construction 
Commencement 

km71+670 – km71+710 (40m), 
km72+450 – km72+475 (25m), 
km72+575 – km72+905 (330m), 
km75+520 – km75+595 (75m), 
km75+860 – km75+955 (95m), 
km75+995 – km76+250 (255m) 

As of December 31, 2019 km62+300 – km75+955 
km75+995 – km90+191 

Section km75+955-km75+995 
was not handed over yet 

 

 

 

2.5. Description of Any Changes to Project Design 

26. LARP implementation in Phase 1, 2 and 3 have been completed and the respective 

Completion Reports (CRs) are approved by ADB. Consequently, the LAR-completed 

sections have been handed over to the contractors. So far, 8 CRs have been prepared and 

approved (CR of Phase 1 includes all 3 lots, subsequently for Phases 2 and 3 separate CRs 

were prepared for each lot). The CRs of Phases One, Two and Three were approved in May 

2018, September 2018, and February 2019 respectively. Subsequently access was provided 

to the contractors . All completion reports are available at the RDs website2.  

27. During implementation of the Project, additional impacts not foreseen in the Project LARP 

emerged. These were caused by discrepancies between cross sections  drawings and LAR 

boundaries in Lot 1. The unforeseen LAR impacts due to design changes/realignments 

occurred in two of the Project affected communities, namely Odzun and Alaverdi. A census 

survey was carried out with all of the 10 households along with a Detailed Measurement 

Survey to map any additional impact and prepare respective compensation packages. 

28. 19 properties of which 18 community land plots and a private land plot were affected. The 

types of impact involved impact on land, structures, improvements, trees and crops.  10 

households and a total of 30 persons were identified as affected. Although 8 out of the 10 

AHs involved households that were previously already affected by the Project and were 

included in the main LARP.  

29. Prompt action to address the additional impact was critical. As the LARP implementation in 

these sections was already completed and the areas were handed over to the Contractor, 

the latter had mobilized its resources and started construction activities. Yet, the contractor 

was forced to stop construction activities in the areas were discrepancies were identified until 

LAR issues were handled and APs were compensated as required.  

30. The discrepancies also concerned the APs as the potential impact to their property turned 

out to be larger than they were compensated for initially. Therefore, failure to timely address 

these discrepancies could have had serious legal consequences and affect RDs credibility. 

 
2 https://armroad.am/en/safeguard/social-impact-and-resettlement/monitoring-and-evaluation   
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The APs were consequently assured of prompt handling and were compensated quickly in 

accordance with the LARP compensation entitlements and procedures.  

31. An eminent domain decree was adopted by the RA Government which came into force at 

21.12.2019. Subsequently 19 Land acquisition contracts and 11 agreements were signed on 

26th of December 2019 and relevant compensations were provided to the APs.  

32. Respective implementation ready Corrective Action Plans (CAP) as addendum to the LARP 

will need to be prepared and presented to the ADB for each Lot where design changes have 

been occurred. As the discrepancies were individual and not interrelated cases, preparation 

of CAPs for each single location would be impractical. Consequently, having one CAP 

instead of many smaller ones would allow to create better oversight on the identified impact 

and consequent actions taken and contribute to smooth handling of these cases.  
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3. SOCIAL SAFEGUARD ACTIVITIES 

3.1. General Monitoring Framework and Institutional Arrangements  

33. The implementation of the LARP is monitored both internally and externally. The TPIO and 

Supervision Consultant/Engineer are responsible for the internal monitoring. The external 

monitoring will be carried out by an External Monitoring Individual Consultant (EMIC) hired 

by the TPIO who will be responsible for preparation of the LARP implementation Completion 

report. Internal monitoring is carried out in parallel with the implementation of LARP activity 

and will entail field visits and communication with APs and the EA.  

34. The key objective of the internal monitoring is to monitor the progress of LARP 

implementation (including the compensation process, grievance cases etc.) keeping in mind 

the effectiveness of project activities, including quantity, quality and timeliness, and the 

relevance of implemented activities to the project goals and objectives. In addition, the status 

of expropriation cases is also a subject to internal monitoring. The external monitoring 

determines whether the LARP activities undertaken have been completed and the results 

obtained are as planned, both in terms of quality and quantity for all LARP related activities.  

35. The monitoring is aimed to ascertain; a) the effectiveness of the LAR planning process 

(including data collection, review, and verification and final LARP preparation by the 

consultants), b) LARP implementation (including the delivery of compensation and 

allowances, consultation and grievance redress) and c) the long-term rehabilitation effect of 

the LAR Program. Internal monitoring covers all the APs identified during the DMS/Census. 

Monitoring data is collected through the following methods:  

 Review of census and entitlement data for all APs;  

 Consultation and informal interviews with APs;  

 Key informant interviews;  

 The grievance redress register; and  

 Community public meetings.  
 
3.2. Internal Monitoring Framework/Methodology 

36. The Consultant carries out internal monitoring routinely. The results are communicated to 

TPIO through the Monthly Progress and Semi-Annual Monitoring Reports (hereafter Report). 

Indicators for the internal monitoring are those related to processes, immediate outputs and 

results, for which data will be collected monthly to assess the progress and results of 

implementation of LARP and Contractor’s Environmental Management Plan provisions, and 

to adjust the work program, if necessary. The internal monitoring benchmarks are:  

37. Status of LARP implementation during reporting period; 

 Handed over sections as of the reporting date; 

 Public Consultations held during the reporting period; 

 Grievance redress; and  

 Other support services.  

38. Monitoring data are collected through the following methods:  
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 Desk review of census and entitlement data for all APs;  

 Consultation and informal interviews with APs;  

 Key informant interviews;  

 The grievance redress register;  

 Community public meetings; 

 Monitoring Site Visits; 

 Desk review of relevant documents.  

39. The Consultant reviews the implementation of LARP procedures by the Contractor. During 

the review process the following documents are studied: 

 LARP report approved by ADB on November, 2017; 

 LARP implementation Completion report prepared by the Social Safeguards Support 

Consultant (SSSC); 

 Monthly/Quarterly Progress Reports prepared by the Contractors; 

 Vibration Measurement Reports 

 Other relevant documents and databases. 

 

3.3. Monitoring Site Visits  

40. During the reporting period, monitoring site visits were carried out 2 times a month by the 

Social Safeguards (Resettlement) Specialist of the Supervision Consultant/Engineer. During 

these site visits, he met with APs and other project stakeholders and monitored grievances. 

The following site visits were undertaken: 

Table 3: Summary of Monitoring Site Visits for Current Period 

N Month, year Day Number of visits 

1 July 2019 9-29 2 

2 Augustus 2019 22-30 2 

3 September 2019 13-17 2 

4 October 2019 23-24 2 

5 November 2019 21-27 2 

6 December 2019 5-17 2 

Total 12 
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4. THE STATUS OF LARP IMPLEMENTATION PHASES PER LOTS 

41. As defined by LARP, the LARP implementation has to be implemented in “section by section” 
principle to simplify the implementation process in terms of deadlines to be met under the Law, 
as well as for the commencement of construction. According to the Construction Contracts, 
each handed over section shall have min 2 km length. Thus, the LARP implementation has 
been divided into 3 Phases. Notably, each Phase includes land plots (sections) from each Lot. 
According to SPS 2009 provisions and ADB’s established operational practice construction 
works can be started only in areas where LARP implementation is fully completed.  

42. The LARP implementation in Phase 1 and 2 has been completed and the respective CRs have 
been approved by ADB and consequently the LAR-completed sections have been handed over 
to the Contractors as presented in the table below. The CR of Phase three was submitted to 
ADB in December 2018 and approved in February 2019. 

43. During the reporting period there are 5 ongoing expropriation cases, out of which two are in 
Lot 1; two in Lot 2 and 1 in Lot 3. First case in Lot 1 is an issue of inheritance and cadastral 
discrepancies; and the 2nd case is an issue of compulsory enforcement on the property of the 
owner, which suspends the registration of the acquired property in the name of RA in the 
Cadaster. Concerning Lot 2 one of two cases is an issue of cadastral map, where the borders 
of two communities (Alaverdi and Aqori) are not demarcated. The acquired property is located 
on the edge of two communities, and the registration of the property is suspended by Cadaster. 
The other case in Lot 2 is disagreement between two illegal users for the same land plot: during 
the DMS land usage has been identified, but the community informed TPIO that two illegal 
users are claiming for the right of usage for the same land plot and reference has not been 
provided from the head of community for none of them. In Lot 3 there is an issue of signing of 
three-partied agreement between TPIO, Ayrum community and illegal user. The head of Ayrum 
community expressed his disagreement for the compensation amount for the improvements to 
be provided to the illegal user, as a result of which the agreement has not been signed. The 
compensation amount has been deposited. 

44. The status of LARP implementation Phases per Lots is presented below in tables 1, 2 and 3 
(the percentages indicated in the tables show the portion of LAR-completed road section in 
length (m). The sections which are mentioned as “Free from third parties rights” are the 
sections for which court decisions came into force during the reporting period and handed over 
to the Contractors. 

Table 4: Status of LARP Implementation Phases, Lot 1  

Construction 
section, KM/m 

Chainage, KM Length, m 
LARP Implementation 

Phase 
Involved 

communities 

Lot 1  
(km 38+450-km 
48+140), 9690m 

38+450-39+600 1150 Phase 1 

Tumanyan, 
Aygehat,  
Odzun,  
Alaverdi 

39+600-39+750 150 Phase 2 

39+750-42+100 2350 Phase 1 

42+100-43+800 1700 Phase 2 

43+800-43+850 50 Phase 3 

43+850-46+000 2150 Phase 2 

46+000-47+055 1055 Phase 3 

47+055-47+065 10 Under expropriation 

47+065-47+670 715 Phase 3 

47+780-47+900 120 Under expropriation 
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Construction 
section, KM/m 

Chainage, KM Length, m 
LARP Implementation 

Phase 
Involved 

communities 

47+900-48+140 240 Phase 2 

Construction started 3500 Phase 1 

Construction started 4240 Phase 2 

Construction started 1820 Phase 3 

Under expropriation 130 Phase 3, Under expropriation (1.34%) 

 
Table 5: Status of LARP Implementation Phases, Lot 2  

Constructio
n section, 

KM/m 
Chainage, KM Length, m 

LARP Implementation 
Phase 

Involved 
communities 

Lot 2  
(km 
48+140-km 
62+300), 
14160m  

48+140-49+025 885 Phase 2 

Alaverdi,  
Aqori,  

Haghpat 

49+025-49+060 35 Under expropriation 

49+060-49+705 645 Phase 3 

49+705-50+670 965 Phase 2 

50+670-53+250 2580 
Phase 1 (LAR-free 

section) 

53+250-54+515 1265 Phase 2 

54+515-54+540 25 Under expropriation 

54+540-54+825 285 Phase 3 

54+825-56+050 1225 Phase 2 

56+050-56+475 1250 Phase 3 

57+300-58+780 1480 Phase 2 

58+780-60+810 2030 Phase 3 

60+810-62+300 1490 Phase 2 

Construction started 2580 Phase 1 

Construction started 7310 Phase 2 

Construction started 4210 Phase 3 

Under Expropriation 60 Phase 3, Under expropriation (0.42%) 

 
 

Table 6: Status of LARP Implementation Phases, Lot 3  

Construction section, 
KM/m 

Chainage, KM 
Length, 

m 
LARP Implementation 

Phase 
Involved 

communities 

Lot 3  
(km 62+300-km 
90+191), 27891m 

62+300-64+710 2410 Phase 2 

Haghpat, Neghots,  
Akhtala,  
Shnogh,  
Artchis 

64+710-64+895 185 Phase 3 

64+895-64+900 5 
Free from third parties’ 

rights 

64+900-66+340 1440 Phase 2 

66+340-66+480 140 Phase 3 

66+480-67+850 1370 Phase 2 

67+850-68+070 220 
Free from third parties 

rights 

68+070-71+340 3270 Phase 2 

71+340-71+670 330 Phase 3 

71+670-71+710 40 
Free from third parties’ 

rights 
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Construction section, 
KM/m 

Chainage, KM 
Length, 

m 
LARP Implementation 

Phase 
Involved 

communities 

71+710-72+450 740 Phase 3 

72+450-72+475 25 
Free from third parties’ 

rights 

72+475-72+575 100 Phase 3 

72+575-72+905 330 
Free from third parties’ 

rights 

72+905-75+520 2615 Phase 3 

75+520-75+595 75 
Free from third parties’ 

rights 

75+595-75+860 265 Phase 3 

75+860-75+955 95 
Free from third parties’ 

rights 

75+955-75+995 40 Under expropriation 

75+995-76+250 255 
Free from third parties’ 

rights 

76+250-90+191 13941 
Phase 1 (LAR-free 

section) 

Ayrum, Haghtanak, 
Ptghavan and 
Bagratashen 

Construction starts 13941 Phase 1 

Construction starts 8490 Phase 2 

Construction starts 4375 Phase 3 

Court decision came into force  1045 Free from third parties’ rights 

Under expropriation 40 Phase 3, Under expropriation (0.14%) 
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5. RESULTS OF SOCIAL MONITORING 

5.1. GRM Tracking Results 

45. During the reporting period 11 grievances have been registered. This involved both face to 

face and telephone interviews with the APs. 5 grievances out of 11 were closed and 6 are 

still open/in progress. The detailed description of grievances, as well as the statuses of those 

are presented in the Annex 2. The significant part of the grievances relates to damages out 

of LARP boundaries. Damages outside of the LARP boundaries are covered by the 

contractors consequently this should not cause any issues regarding access of the 

contractors to the specified locations.  

Table 7: Summary of GRM Tracking for Current Reporting Period 

Summary Table 

1.  Total Number of Grievances 11 

2.  Number of Closed Grievances 5 

2.1. In satisfaction of AP 1 

2.2. In non-satisfaction of AP 43 

3.  Number of Open Grievances 6 

4.  Percentage Closed 45% 

5.  Grievances by Categories   

5.1. New damage within LARP boundaries 2 

5.2. Damage out of LARP boundaries 5 

5.3. Design issues 4 

 

Figure 3: Summary of Grievances by Status and Nature/Subject 

 

46. Regarding damages out of LARP boundaries the contractors were notified, 3 of the cases 

were resolved and the remaining 2 are still in the progress. CAPs to the LARP will need to 

 
3 The reasons of non-satisfaction of APs are presented in Annex 2. Grievance summary table. 

45%

55%

Number of closed grievances Number of open grievanc

18%

46%

36%

5.1. New damage within LARP boundaries

5.2. Damage out of LARP boundaries

5.3. Design issues
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be prepared for new damages within the LARP boundaries and to be approved by ADB.  

5.2. Vibration Monitoring 

47. The Methodology for Pre-Construction inventory of buildings and vibration monitoring were 

developed by all tree Contractors and approved by the Engineer. 

 Lot 1: The revised Pre-Construction Inventory of Buildings and Vibration Monitoring 

Report was submitted on October 11, 2019 and was approved by the Engineer on 

October 23, 2019. 

 Lot 2: The Contractor submitted to the Engineer the Pre-Construction Inventory of 

Buildings and Vibration Monitoring Report. The Engineer provided comments on October 

9 and November 18, 2019. During the reporting period the revised report was not 

submitted to the Engineer. 

 Lot 3: The Pre-Construction Inventory of Buildings and Vibration Monitoring Report was 

submitted to Engineer on December 14, 2019. The report is currently under the 

Engineer`s review. 

5.3. Vibration Monitoring Consultant: On October 23, 24 the Vibration Monitoring Consultant 

(«GEORISK Scientific Research» CJSC) conducted the first vibration measurement at 4 

locations of Lot 1 and 4 locations of Lot 2. The second and the third vibration measurement 

were conducted at 16 locations of Lot 1 on November 21, 22 and December 19, 20 2019. 

The objective of the measurements was to conduct imitation of works and measure whether 

the vibration exceed the limit defined by the Vibration Study Report. In short, the preliminary 

results of the Vibration Monitoring studies showed that under the static mode of the vibration 

roller the value of peak particle velocity (PPV) did not exceed the permissible limit (of 2.5 

mm/s) at any of measurement points. In some of these cases the PPV exceeded the set limit 

if the roller was operated at a low or high vibration modes. Consequently, the static mode of 

operation would be the recommended one in cases were the low and high vibration modes 

of the roller exceed the permissible PPV limit.Trainings 

48. The Environmental and Social Specialists of Contractors have already trained the personnel 

on site, on Social and Environmental Policies and Procedures. New employees are trained 

as soon as they get involved with the project. 

 

49. To ensure compliance with the resettlement loan covenants, particularly “awareness on the 

risks of sexually transmitted diseases” On May 17 the Engineer`s Social Specialist requested 

all contractors to organize respective trainings on this topic. The contractors subsequently 

organized the respective trainings. 
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6. GOOD PRACTICE 

6.1. Good Practice 

50. TPIO adopted a procedure concerning inventory and compensation of damage to 

improvements and trees out of and within LARP boundaries which were not included and 

compensated within the LARP as follows:  

(i) Contractor identifies the case and informs the AP about the procedure and necessary 

documents;  

(ii) Contractor informs the Engineer and TPIO about the case; 

(iii) Contractor`s/TPIO`s specialist (agronomist if trees are damaged) conducts inventory of 

assets and prepares a protocol with photos of assets; 

(iv) Based on the protocol AP is compensated by Contractor if the land is out of the LARP 

boundaries and by TPIO if the land is within LARP boundaries and was not 

compensated within the LARP.  

51. The procedure allows to identify and assess the damage which was not included in the LARP 

and by this way accelerates the further works related to compensation payment and 

continuation of civil works 

 

Figure 4 Inventory and Compensation of Damage During Construction Period 

 
 

52. In case of damage out of LARP boundaries, these cases are studied and considered for 

compensation by the contractor. For new damages within the LARP boundaries CAPs to 

LARP will be prepared as an Addendum to LARP and to be approved by ADB. 
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7. PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS 

53. A public consultation was held in Akhtala community during the reporting period. Public 

consultations are held for all affected communities and complied at all levels with the ADB’s 

SPS requirements. The consultations were arranged and jointly held with the social 

safeguard team. At the meetings the project and the grievance redress mechanism were 

explained to the attendees.  Public consultations advise communities about the planned 

construction works in each new released sections of the road.   

54. By December 31, 2019, 10 Public Consultations were arranged by the Contractors and TPIO. 

Additional Public Consultations will take place in the next reporting period for all lots where 

APs will also be informed on the vibration management plans prepared for all sensitive 

locations. The list of Public Consultations held up to now is given below. 

Table 8: Public Consultations 

N Date Location Subject Initiator # of 

participants 

1 Aug 9, 2018 Vanadzor Subsoil Dumping Sites TPIO 21 

2 Aug 16, 2018 Alaverdi Pre-Construction PCs Contractor (AAB) 15 

3 Aug 21, 2018 Vanadzor Subsoil Dumping Sites TPIO 18 

4 Aug 30, 2018 Alaverdi Pre-Construction PCs Contractor (Horizon-95) 9 

5 Aug 30, 2018 Tumanyan Pre-Construction PCs Contractor (Horizon-95) 14 

6 Aug 31, 2018 Odzun Pre-Construction PCs Contractor (Horizon-95) 12 

7 Aug 31, 2018 Aygehat Pre-Construction PCs Contractor (Horizon-95) 15 

8 Sep 14, 2018 Alaverdi Pre-Construction PCs Contractor (Horizon-95) 23 

9 Nov 06, 2018 Shnogh Pre-construction PCs Contractor (Suardi) 19 

10 July 02, 2019  Akhtala In-Construction PCs Contractor (Suardi) 9 

Total 155 

 

55. (Pre) Construction consultation meetings were arranged in the affected communities to discuss 

the project, to present Traffic Management Plan, Mitigation Measures, a topic about the 

implementation of the construction program, its expected impacts and the road safety design 

features which will affect the accessibility to the road when it is operational and to present the 

Grievance Redress Mechanism. The announcements on PCs were published on affected 

communities` information board, in local media one week before. The communities and APs 

were also informed via phone.  
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

56. Contractor is guided by the LARP and Vibration Study Report for the Project as a part of the 

Bid and Contract documents. Compliance with special requirements is being regularly 

monitored and reported. 

57. In order to ensure the social performance, it was supervised that the implementation of 

construction activities meets LARP requirements which is prepared in accordance with, 

ADB’s SPS and RA legislation.  

58. Contractors ensure all necessary communication with local self-governmental bodies 

(communities) and regional administrative authorities (Marzes) to comply with Armenian 

legislation during construction and obtains permits and approvals for any use of territory and 

roads for transportation, waste dumping and material borrowing. 4 

59. Additional Public hearings need to be implemented by Contractor in communities impacted 

by the Project to meet the ADB SPS (2009) requirements on information disclosure and 

public participation. Public consultations need to be organized in the affected communities.  

60. Proper functioning of the grievance registration and redress mechanism in all communities 

is regularly checked by the Engineer’s social specialist and reported. 

 

 
4 This includes but is not limited to RA Law on Licensing, RA Law on Urban Development and RA 

Government Resolution "On Policy for issuance of permits and other documents regulating site 

development in the Republic of Armenia".  
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9. ACTION PLAN FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 

 

N Actions 

1.  Development of CAPs  

2.  Overall management of social safeguards; 

3.  Evaluation site visits and assistance to the Contractors  

4.  Participation in ADB mission and TPIO site visits (if any); 

5.  Monitoring of construction activities on respective Lots 

6.  Reporting on social safeguards. 
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ANNEX 1: PHOTOS FROM MONITORING VISITS 

PK 46+820, Alaverdi community 
  

  

PK 459+86, Alaverdi community 
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PK 53+850, Alaverdi 

  

Public Cosultation in Shnogh community 
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ANNEX 2. SUMMARY OF GRIEVANCES 

No  
No 
of 

entry 

Level/point 
of complaint 

Grievance 
form 

Date of 
entry 

Lot  
(1/2/3) 

Community Description of complaint 
Subject  of 
Grievance 

Status of the 
Grievance 

Actions to be or carried out 

1 2 
Contractor  

(Horizon-95) 
Verbal 

05 
February 

2019 
1 Odzun 

The applicant claims that the land plot owned by him is 
within the RoW and he did not receive the 
compensation. 

Compensation right 
Closed  

(In favour of AP) 

There was an issue of discrepancies between the cross 
sections and RoW. The issue is resolved and 
compensation was provided. The case will be included 
in CAP 1. 

2 7 Engineer Verbal 
20 March 

2019 
3 Qarkop 

The applicant claims, that the fruit trees in his garden 
are damaged during the construction works. 

Compensation right 
Closed  

(Not in favour of AP) 

The land plot is out of RoW. The TPIO asked the 
Contractor to provide clarification regarding the case. 
The Contractor replied that there were no construction 
works were held at the mentioned section. 

3 9 
Contractor  

(Suardi) 
Verbal 

23 March 
2019 

3 Shnogh 

To construct the retaining wall along the M6 road at 
km 74+275, Suardi JSC temporarily needs 2-3 m area 
out of Right of Ways. Several trees were cut and there 
is an affected person, who claims for crop 
compensation. 

Compensation right In progress 

The case has been discussed during the ADB, TPIO 
and Engineer joint field visit held on 23.03.2019 and 
during the meeting took place in TPIO office on 
29.03.2019. It was agreed that the provision of 
compensation to the affected person for the damage of 
improvements in the temporary used areas will be done 
by the Contractor. 

4 11 
Contractor  

(AAB 
Construction) 

Written/ 
Verbal 

03 April 
2019 

2 Alaverdi 

The Contractor received a complaint from the AP,  in 
order to receive a reimbursement for the damaged 
trees, which were harmed during the blasting activity. 
The Contractor subsequently developed a damage act 
which was mutually signed. 
Further on 28.05 the AP again contacted the Engineer 
and indicated to be not satisfied with the already 
signed compensation agreement as some of the 
issues agreed were not indicated in the agreement.  
The Social expert of the engineer made a site visit to 
meet with the AP and subsequently wrote to the 
contractor for further clarification of the issue. The 
contractor replied and explained that all actions were 
taken to compensate for any damage in accordance 
with the LARP and GRM. 

Compensation right In progress 

The issue was raised with Contractor and the latter took 
all necessary measures to redress the grievance. The 
compensation will be provided as soon as the 
agreement is signed. 

5 13 TPIO Written 
30 April 

2019 
1 Odzun 

AP applied to TPIO with the request to compensate 
the damage to his orchard. 

Compensation right 
Closed  

(Not in favour of AP) 

The orchard is located in Odzun community and the 
land is community owned. The complainant couldn't 
provide any legal bases to proof that the land plot is 
used by him. 

6 14 TPIO Verbal 
28 May 
2019 

3 Shnogh 

AP applied to TPIO with the request to compensate 
the damage to his garden, particularly the AP claimed 
that a fence was removed by the contractor for which 
no compensation has been provided. 

Compensation right 
Closed  

(Not in favour of AP) 
DMS was held, during which it became clear, that all the 
improvements were compensated properly. 

7 15 TPIO Written 
22 August 

2019 
1 Odzun 

The head of the Odzun community appealed to the RA 
Minister of Territorial Administration and Infrastructure 
that the access roads to the orchards of the 
community residents were destroyed at the section km 
43+525 without further restoration. 

Access to the land plot In progress 

It was decided that the access road should be restored. 
The Engineer has prepared a layout which will be sent 
to the TPIO who then will share it with the Design 
consultant for a new design of the access road. 

8 17 TPIO Written 
03 

September 
2019 

1 Alaverdi 
The applicant is protesting against construction of 
culvert under the road because she afraid that water 
from culvert will damage her orchard and house. 

Other In progress 

The issue was that the applicant afraid the drainage 
pipe will damage her garden. The Engineer calculated 
that the volume of the water will not increase due to the 
construction of the pipe. But in any case, the design 
solution should be carried out for the drainage pipe as 
soon as the design team is mobilized. 
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No  
No 
of 

entry 

Level/point 
of complaint 

Grievance 
form 

Date of 
entry 

Lot  
(1/2/3) 

Community Description of complaint 
Subject  of 
Grievance 

Status of the 
Grievance 

Actions to be or carried out 

9 19 
Contractor  

(Horizon-95) 
Written 

17 
October 

2019 
1 Odzun 

The applicant claims, that the fruit trees in his garden 
are damaged during the construction works. 

Compensation right 
Closed  

(Not in favour of AP) 

The orchard used by the applicant is out of RoW. The 
Contractor applied to the head of community to provide 
a reference that the land plot was being used by the 
complainant. The head of community refused to issue 
any reference in the name of the applicant because the 
latter does not use any land plot in community. 

10 21 
Contractor  

(Horizon-95) 
Written 

18 
November 

2019 
1 Alaverdi 

According to claim received compensation is not cover 
all trees, because missed some trees and territories 

Site 
visit/Compensation 

right 
In progress 

The final design solution for the Odzun crossroad is not 
yet reached  and the issue will be reviewed when the 
final design will be submitted to TPIO. 

11 22 
Contractor  

(Horizon-95) 
Verbal 

18 
November 

2019 
1 Odzun 

During the excavation works according to project 
design a path to the garden of the applicant has been 
destroyed. 

Access to the land plot In progress 

The contractor has followed the design. New solutions 
need to be provided by design consultant to the 
contractor to solve the issue of (as it is done with stairs 
in other locations).  

 

 

 


